ABSTRACT This paper proposes an integral sliding mode guidance law with the constraints of the lineof-sight angle and its rate for the interception of a non-cooperative maneuvering target. The analytical guidance law is derived using an integral sliding mode control and an inertial delay control allowing for unknown uncertainties. The guidance law is further advanced to achieve exponential convergence and high terminal guidance accuracy with autopilot lag. This is accomplished by applying dynamic surface control and fractional order filters. Finally, the finite-time stability of the guidance law with and without missile autopilot lag is demonstrated. In addition to its robustness and precision, there are other benefits of this proposed guidance law. First, the proposed guidance law can effectively attenuate an abrupt change in guidance commands during the terminal homing phase in the presence of uncertainties without prior information. Second, the design parameters in the inertial delay control are decoupled with the integral sliding mode control. This decoupling supplies more degrees of freedom to regulate the performance of guidance commands. Third, the finite-time convergence of the proposed guidance law is guaranteed while accounting for the approximated second-order dynamics and uncertainties of the missile autopilot. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations were conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed guidance law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interception of a non-cooperative maneuvering target during the terminal homing phase using a defense missile is a unique challenge due to the high engagement speed and limited engagement time. In order to achieve a high kill probability, the near-zero miss distance is the primary goal in the design of terminal homing guidance laws. As well, the terminal impact angle is a critical consideration to improve the interception performance [1] , [2] . Over the past few decades, many guidance laws for the missile terminal homing phase have been developed. Some examples include proportional navigation [3] , [4] , feedback linearization control [5] , and sliding mode control [6] , [7] . Among these guidance laws, the sliding mode control (SMC) based guidance laws are
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Chaoyong Li. more attractive due to the advantages of finite-time convergence and the suppression of uncertainties [8] - [11] .
Generally, finite-time convergence theory [12] , [13] is used to drive the sliding mode variables to zero. In the presence of modelling errors and uncertainties, the extended state observer [9] , [13] and the disturbance observer (DOB) [14] are adopted to estimate the uncertainties to improve SMC's performance. Recently, an inertial delay control (IDC) was proposed to improve the estimation performance when system uncertainty bounds are unknown in advance [15] , [16] . These SMC-based guidance laws have shown their effectiveness of achieving a high terminal miss distance accuracy subject to impact angle constraints and uncertainties. However, these guidance laws still struggle to perform when they encounter unexpected maneuvers performed by a noncooperative target. While the target maneuver is handled as uncertainty in these guidance laws, the guidance commands VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ can abruptly change when the target conducts a maneuver. If the missile autopilot lag is considered, the abruptly changing guidance commands cannot be effectively tracked. This significantly deteriorates the guidance law's overall performance, especially in the case of short engagement time. Therefore, this phenomenon is undesirable since it can cause the seeker to provide incorrect measurements to the guidance system [17] . In practical applications, missile autopilot lag always exists and can negatively influence guidance performance. Except for aforementioned SMC based methods, dynamic surface control (DSC) and tracking differentiator method (TDM) are typically introduced to guidance laws in this cascade-type system [1] , [18] , [19] . In Refs. [1] , [18] , the missile autopilot was approximated as a second-order system with uncertainties. If it is assumed that the upper bounds of the uncertainties were known in advance, the guidance law accounting for the missile autopilot lag could be assured to converge exponentially [20] . However, there are two key points which need to be addressed in these guidance laws. First, in these laws, the bounds of system uncertainties must be known in advance. However, this is difficult for a non-cooperative maneuvering target. Excessively large or small estimated values of the bounds impair the convergence of the guidance laws. Secondly, the finite time convergence of the guidance laws cannot be guaranteed, even though exponential convergence can be achieved.
In the present study, a new ISM-type guidance law to intercept a non-cooperative maneuvering target subjected to terminal LOS angle constraints and autopilot dynamics is proposed. With the aid of ISM control, IDC, DSC, and frictional order filters, abrupt changes of guidance commands are attenuated during the terminal homing phase. The proposed law is proven to converge to a bounded region within a finite time even when uncertainties exist in the closed-loop system. A high interception accuracy can be achieved by using this method and the constraints on the terminal LOS angle are effectively satisfied. Compared with the previous work of the present authors ( [21] and [22] ), the proposed guidance law dramatically improves the robustness and guidance accuracy for a maneuvering target when unknown uncertainties exist in the closed-loop system. In addition, the reference guidance commands are easily precisely tracked throughout the terminal homing phase.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The scenario where an interception missile continuously approaches a non-cooperative maneuvering target during the terminal homing engagement phase, is shown in FIGURE 1. The letters M and T denote missile and target, respectively. The motions of missile and target are described in a 2D plane, where the x-axis is horizontal and the y-axis is in the vertical direction upwards. It is assumed that missile and target are moving at constant velocities. The relative distance between missile and target is denoted by R. The line-of-sight (LOS) angle is defined by λ, and is measured from the horizontal. The velocities of missile and target are denoted by V M and V T , respectively. Similarly, the accelerations of the missile and target are denoted by A M and A T , which are counterclockwise normal to their corresponding velocity. Finally, the flight path angles of missile and target are denoted by γ M and γ T , respectively, and are measured from the horizontal.
The missile-target relative kinematics in the approaching phase can be described as followṡ
The derivatives ofṘ andλ are derived from (1) to (4)
where A TR = A T sin(λ − γ T ) and A T λ = A T cos(λ − γ T ) denote target's acceleration along and normal to the LOS, respectively. Next, a new variable h is introduced as follows,
Accordingly, the LOS angle rate dynamics (5) can be recast asλ
Considering the fact that A T λ is unknown for the missile in advance due to its non-cooperative nature, the variable h can be regarded as a model uncertainty and is assumed to be bounded such that,
where µ is an unknown positive constant.
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III. NEW ISM-TYPE GUIDANCE LAW WITHOUT MISSILE AUTOPILOT A. INTEGRAL SLIDING MODE MANIFOLD FOR STATE ERRORS
Considering the following system
where f (x 1 , x 2 , t) and g(x 1 , x 2 , t) are known continuous functions, and u is the control input. An integral sliding mode (ISM) manifold for the system (10) is constructed following [7] , [23] .
where c i and α i (i = 1, 2) are constants. c i is selected such that the polynomial p 2 + c 2 p + c 1 , which corresponds to ISM manifold (11) , is Hurwitz polynomial. The exponents α 1 and α 2 can be determined using the following conditions.
where p β and q β are two odd constants. Once the ISM manifold, s 1 = 0, is established, any initial condition x(0) = 0 along the ISM manifold s 1 = 0 can be driven to equilibrium
T within a finite time. The LOS angle error is defined as e λ = λ − λ d , where λ d is the desired terminal LOS angle. By accepting the intuition that zeroing the LOS angle rate can obtain a perfect interception, it is necessary to propose a guidance law such that both e λ andė λ will converge to a small value within a finite time if R ≤ R f , R f is the terminal interception condition which represents the final distance requirement between the missile and target.
Assuming that the desired terminal LOS angle rate converges to zero yieldsė λ =λ. Accordingly, the error dynamics can be determined by (8) , yielding
From (11), the revised ISM manifold for the LOS angle and angle rate errors is constructed as follows
where s e is the sliding mode variable. Consequently, the timevarying rate of s e is given bẏ
It is assumed that the response speed of the missile autopilot is sufficiently fast as per [1] . In order to improve the transient performance of the guidance commands, the new terminal homing guidance law is designed to force both e λ andė λ to converge to a small region around the integral sliding mode manifold (14) within a finite time.
Substituting (13) into (15) yields the revisedṡ e aṡ
Next,Ā M and h 1 are defined as:
A M is defined as
where,Ā M 2 andĀ M 3 are the variables to be determined. According to (17) and (18), Eq. (16) is revised aṡ
Next, an auxiliary parameter δ 1 is defined as,
whereż
Additionally, 0 < α = p/q < 1, where p and q are two odd constants, respectively. The function sat(s e ) is defined as
where is a small positive constant. Substituting (19) and (21) into the derivative of δ 1 giveṡ
Here,Ā M 2 is defined bȳ
Accordingly, Eq. (23) is revised aṡ
Since h 1 is unknown in advance, designĀ M 3 as
whereĥ 1 is the estimate of h 1 . The virtual h 1 is then passed through a broadband filter G f 1 (s) as per [15] 
where τ f 1 is a constant. Consequently, the dynamics ofĥ 1 is given by
As per (20) , integrating both sides of (28) yieldsĥ 1 aŝ
Finally, combining (17), (18), (24), (26), and (29) yields the following ISM-type terminal guidance law
In order to avoid large abrupt change in the guidance commands, A M , at the initial moment,ĥ 1 t=0 should be designed aŝ
(31)
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ISM-TYPE GUIDANCE LAW WITHOUT MISSILE AUTOPILOT
As per Ref. [15] and (27) , the dynamics ofh 1 is given bẏ
Since ḣ ≤ µ as per Eq. (9) and Ṙ is bounded during the terminal homing phase, a positive constant, µ 1 , must exist which assures ḣ 1 ≤ µ 1 . In order to show this, a Lyapunov function V (δ 1 ,h 1 ) is constructed as
Substituting (25), (26) and (32) into the derivative of
If the conditions 0 < τ f 1 < 1 and k δ 1 > 1/2 are satisfied by choosing appropriate values of τ f 1 and k δ 1 , V (δ 1 ,h 1 ) can converge to a residual set around zero, as per Ref. [24] . Accordingly, δ 1 andh 1 can converge to close to zero. Next, a Lyapunov function V (s e ) is constructed as
If |s e | ≥ , substituting (26) , (29) (15) and (16), Eq. (38) is the result.
Accordingly, Eq. (38) can be recast as (39) or (40).
As per Ref. [1] , e λ converges to the region given by
andė λ converges to the region given by
So far, the robustness of the proposed ISM-type guidance law has been demonstrated since V (s e ) converges to a residual set around zero in (37). From (41) and (42), the convergence also can be proved.
Remark 1: Assuming the response of the missile autopilot is sufficiently fast, the proposed guidance law given in (30) can drive the desired state errors e λ andė λ to small values around zero. Therefore, the terminal LOS angle and its corresponding rate can be driven to very small values within a finite time. Therefore, high terminal miss distance accuracy can be achieved using the definition of zero-effort miss distance as per Ref. [25] , and the constraints on the LOS and LOS rate can be satisfied.
Remark 2: From (30), to produce guidance commands, some variables must be measured by the sensors. These include approaching velocityṘ, relative range R, the LOS angle λ and the LOS angle rateλ. These variables are available for radar-typed seekers or compound seekers.
Remark 3: By determiningĥ 1 t=0 using (31), the guidance commands in (30) continuously varies from the original acceleration to the required acceleration along the revised ISM manifold. Therefore, abrupt changes of the guidance commands in the initial stages are avoided. Moreover, since the target's maneuver is estimated byĥ 1 , andĥ 1 passed through a broadband filter, the guidance commands are continuous and good traceability is obtained throughout the homing phase even if the target performs large maneuvers.
IV. ISM-TYPE GUIDANCE LAW ACCOUNTING FOR MISSILE AUTOPILOT
The terminal LOS angle and its corresponding rate can be driven to very small values within a finite time. Therefore, high terminal miss distance accuracy can be achieved using the definition of zero-effort miss distance as per Ref. [25] , and the constraints on the LOS and LOS rate can be satisfied.
A. DESIGN OF ISM-TYPE GUIDANCE LAW WITH MISSILE AUTOPILOT
The missile autopilot is approximated as an uncertain secondorder system as per Ref. [20] . This is shown in the following equation.
where 
The first requirement of the new ISM-type guidance law accounting for the second-order dynamics of the missile autopilot is to determine guidance commands A M c that drive s e to a small residual set around zero within a finite time. The second requirement is that the resulting guidance commands are continuous.
Step 1: Design the virtual control commands x Mc 1 to drive s e to a small value around zero. Accordingly, Eq. (44) is recast aṡ
As per the derivation of the ISM-type guidance law (30), an auxiliary h 2 is defined as
and x Mc 1 is designed as 
where τ 1 is a time constant.
Step 2: Define the sliding mode surface s x M 1 as
Substituting (43)(a) into the derivative of s x M 1 yieldṡ
Let x M 2 pass through another fractional order filter that yields the virtual control commands x Md 2 , such as
where τ 2 is a time constant.
Step 3: Define a sliding mode surface s x M 2 as
Substituting (43)(b) into the derivative of s x M 2 yieldṡ
and defineĀ M c as
Substituting (57) into (55) yields a revisedṡ x M 2 given bẏ
Define an auxiliary parameter δ 2 as
As per (58) and (60), the derivative of δ 2 is found to be given byδ
DefineĀ M c2 asĀ
Accordingly, Eq. (61) is revised tȯ
Let d M pass through the following broadband filter G f 2 (s)
where τ f 2 is a time constant. DefineĀ M c3 as
whered M is the estimate of d M . As per (63), (64) and (65), the derivative ofd M is found to be
Following (59), integrating both sides of (66) yieldŝ
Finally, combining (56), (57), (62), (65) and (67) yields the guidance commands
In order to avoid the abrupt changes in the guidance commands A M c , particularly at the initial moment,d M t=0 should be defined aŝ
(69) So far, the task of designing the ISM-type guidance law accounting for missile autopilot is completed.
Remark 4: In (68), the guidance commands accounting for a second-order dynamics of autopilot are given. This guidance law can be taken as an inner loop with uncertainties of the autopilot, while the guidance law of Eq. (30) can be taken as the outer loop.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ISM-TYPE GUIDANCE LAW WITH MISSILE AUTOPILOT
First, the errors, e x M i , where i = {1, 2} are defined as
A Lyapunov function V e M is then defined as
Substituting (49) and (53) into the derivative of V e M yieldṡ
As per Ref. [26] ,ẋ Mc 1 andẋ M 2 must satisfy
where µ 3 and µ 4 are positive constants. Accordingly, Eq. (72) is revised aṡ
As per Ref. [1] , when the following condition is satisfied,
a positive value k V e exists where satisfies
Accordingly, Eq. (74) is recast aṡ
As per Ref. [24] , V e M can converge to a residual set around zero within a finite time. Second, a Lyapunov function V 1 (s e ) is constructed as
As per the derivation of (37), with increasing time and the appropriately chosen l and τ f 1 , the condition t 2 < t f exists if t > t 2 and |s e | ≥ , lt ≥ h 2 −ĥ 2 + k δ 1 δ 1 . Then, the derivative of V 1 (s e ) is yielded aṡ
(s e ) (79)
As a result, s e converges to a residual set defined by |s e | < within a finite time.
Third, another Lyapunov function V s x M 1 is defined as
As per (51) and (52), the derivative of V s x M 1 is yielded aṡ
Consequently, V s x M 1 converges to zero within a finite time. Forth, using (63), (64) and (66), the dynamics ofd M is found to beḋ
Here, it is assumed that d M is a slowly time-varying parameter, such that ḋ M ≤ µ 5 as per Ref. [14] . The variable µ 5 is a positive constant. Substituting (82) into the derivative of
Accordingly, appropriate values of τ f 2 and k δ 2 are chosen which satisfy 0 < τ f 2 < 1 and k δ 2 > 1/2, respectively. In this case, the function V δ 2 ,d M can converge to a small residual set around zero. Moreover, δ 2 andd M also converge to a small value around zero, respectively. Fifth, construct the Lyapunov function
Substituting (55) and (68) into the derivative of V s x M 2 yieldṡ
where s x M 2 satisfies
Consequently, an auxiliary parameter exists which satisfies
Accordingly, Eq. (86) can be recast aṡ
Consequently, s x M 2 converges to a residual set defined as Eq. (87) within a finite time.
Finally. Construct the following Lyapunov function
If the conditions for (77), (79), (81) and (89) are satisfied, Eqs. (77), (79), (81) and (89) can be substituted into the derivative of V f , which yields
where k V f satisfies the following condition.
As per Ref. [24] , the decreasing Lyapunov function V f can drive the states of the closed-loop system into a domain described by
With appropriately parameters k V f and 4 i=3 µ 2 i , V f could converge to an arbitrarily small value, for example, 2 2 ≤ V f t=t f ≤ 2 2 2 as per Ref. [24] . Accordingly, as per (78), s e can be driven to the residual defined by 2 ≥ |s e | ≥ . Similarly to (41), e λ converges to a small region given by
Similarly to (42),ė λ converges to a small region given by
At this point, the convergence and stability analysis of the proposed ISM-type guidance law with the missile autopilot are completed.
Remark 5: From the above analysis of the stability, the desired state errors can be driven to residual sets close to zero within a finite time regardless of the cascade-type interception model and the second-order dynamics with uncertainties.
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, simulations of a surface-to-air terminal interception are performed. The first part contains a comparison between the proposed ISM-type guidance law and other guidance laws while neglecting the missile autopilot. The second part focuses on a comparison of the proposed ISM-type guidance law and another existing guidance law accounting for missile autopilot. 
A. COMPARISON WITHOUT MISSILE AUTOPILOT
The parameters of the simulation are given in TABLE 1. The target's maneuvering acceleration is given by A T (t) = 2g sin(π t/4), where g = 9.8m/s 2 denotes the value of the gravitational acceleration. This maneuvering acceleration function is unknown to the missile. The desired terminal LOS angle is λ d = 2π/9rad, and the upper bound of the acceleration of the intercepting missile is assumed to be 20g. In the foregoing discussion, the proposed ISM-type guidance law given in Eq. (30) is named ISM-GL. For comparison, the composite fast nonsingular terminal sliding mode guidance law from Ref. [1] is named CFNSM-GL and the continuous impact angle homing guidance law from Ref. [27] is named CIAH-GL.
In order to evaluate the performance of the guidance laws, the terminal values of the LOS angle error e λ , LOS angle rate errorė λ , zero-effort miss (ZEM) defined in Ref. [25] , control consumption, and interception time are introduced.
The control consumption is given by: The accumulative tracking error is given by:
The CFNSM-GL is represented as
The definitions and predesigned values of the parameters in Eq. (98) are detailed in Ref. [1] . In particularly, k 1 = 50 and k 2 = 200 are utilized in current work.
The CIAH-GL is represented as Ref. [27] :
where
Following Ref. [27] , the parameters for CIAH-GL are defined as: η = 1, p = 21, q = 19, k 1 = 60, k 2 = 400, ω = 0.5, and a = 100.
The parameters for the ISM-GL are defined as k s e = 10/R, l = 0.01, = 0.001, R f = 20m, c 1 = 0.04, c 2 = 0.4, α 1 = 19/23, α 2 = 19/21, τ f 1 = 0.4s, and k δ 1 = 0.6. The simulation time step was set to 2ms, and the terminal condition was set as R ≤ R f .
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 . The terminal LOS angle error, terminal LOS angle rate error, zero-effort miss, control consumption, and interception time acquired in this case are listed in TABLE 2. Fig. 2a shows the trajectories VOLUME 7, 2019 at the terminal homing interception phase. The curvature of the trajectories at the beginning of the terminal homing phase achieved by CFNSM-GL and CIAH-GL are greater than those obtained by the ISM-GL. This indicates that the proposed ISM-type guidance law performs better compared to the two alternative guidance laws. In addition, the missile accelerations at the beginning of the terminal homing phase using the CFNSM-GL and CIAH-GL guidance laws change abruptly in Fig. 2b . Additionally, the maximum amplitudes of acceleration of the CFNSM-GL and CIAH-GL laws are larger than those obtained by the ISM-GL. The total control consumption of the CFNSM-GL and the CIAH-GL are significantly greater than the ISM-GL. The terminal miss distances of the three control laws explored here are nearly the same, as can be seen in Table 2 . This demonstrates that the proposed guidance law effectively achieves the same performance of the other two laws, while simultaneously achieving less consumption. Therefore, the proposed guidance law is more effective than the existing CFNSM-GL and CIAH-GL laws. In addition, the ISM-type guidance law intercepts target faster than the other two laws, as shown in Table 2 . Fig. 2c shows that the terminal LOS angle rate smoothly converges to the small region close to zero. Fig. 2d shows that the terminal LOS angle λ converges to a value close to the desired state. The parameters used in the CFNSM-GL guidance law can be found in Ref. [1] . In the present work, the control values k 1 = 50 and k 2 = 200 are used.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3 . In Fig.3(a) , the maximum accelerations and guidance commands obtained using the CFNSM-GL are larger than those yielded by ISM-GL. This indicates that the ISM-GL can reduce control energy consumption and avoid chattering in accelerations compared with the CFNSM-GL. Fig. 3(b) demonstrates that the significant abrupt changes in the guidance commands are avoided by using the ISM-GL. Since the IDC method is adopted in the ISM-GL, the commands yielded by the ISM-GL are continuous throughout the homing phase. The LOS angle and rate converge more rapidly and smoothly in the ISM-GL case compared to the CFNSM-GL, as shown in Fig.3(c) and (d) . Additionally, the control consumption and tracking error of accelerations by ISM-GL, as shown in Fig.3 (e) and (f), are significantly reduced.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the present work, a missile guidance law to strike a noncooperative maneuvering target with terminal LOS angle constraints is proposed. The new guidance law integrates an integral sliding mode manifold with inertial delay control in order to avoid abrupt changes in guidance commands throughout the terminal homing phase. A particular benefit is that abrupt control law changes are avoided during the initial homing phase. By taking advantage of the fractional-order filter, inertial delay control, and dynamic surface control, the proposed law exhibits guaranteed convergence to a bounded region within a finite time despite uncertainties in the closedloop system. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations were conducted to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed guidance law. In addition to the demonstrated robustness and precision, the simulations showed that the proposed guidance law is able to improve the transient performance of guidance commands under with and without missile autopilot lag conditions throughout the terminal homing phase.
